BETWEEN WORLDS:
This is a small collection of
research, writing and
sculptural works that help
outline Gwyneth Machin’s
work over this last year in
preparation for the 2020
Degree Show.
More of these works can
be found at:
www.gwynwthmachin.com
And on Instagram:
@gwenmachin
Images: Proposal test with water,
plasticine, paper, plaster, soil and LED
rope light, block proposed size 35cm2
(actual size 6cm2), 2020.

It was a small end terrace with bulging off-white render that had
peeled away in parts to show the bare red brick below. It was a simple
building that had been thrown up to house the miners around a
century before. The uneven concrete that covers a portion of the back
garden was cracked and here you could find a most dramatic gorge.
Lying flat on your front you could see the barren grey ground give way
to green. The tear providing an oasis of life to spring up with small
blades of grass stretching towards the blue-grey sky above. There is
nothing quite like the stroll you can take through these mountainous
gorges except perhaps the walk you can take through real and
sublime mountains.
Far away from the oppressive concrete covered ground that many
people call home is the wilderness; the living land. Real mountains
tower above you on either side their presence palpable in the sharp
fresh air. If you close your eyes, they do not disappear you just no
longer see them. The gusts of wind and weather that buffet at you are
seemingly inconsequential to the giants that, as you climb onto their
lap-like plateaus, feel like more than just stone and earth.

Image of the Jewish Museum, Berlin, 2019.

The great piles of steel, stone and synthetic
materials that make up the buildings of a city,
surround me. Human constructions with their
near perfect angles and promise of safety and
protection.
The city has always felt suffocating to some
degree. I think it’s the lack of bare earth that
distances it from reality. Everything is designed,
ordered, in a particular manner so as, at a glance,
to seem perfect.
I find myself wondering the weight of the
buildings I sit in every day. What is the soil like
below me, or is it only bare rock that can suspend
the monuments to human living of which we hold
so dear?

Image of proposal drawing for Compression, 2020.

August, 2019
“I venture out on a beautiful golden evening with the full intention
of drawing for the first time in years. Everything is perfect. Too
perfect. I find I cannot even begin to deconstruct such beauty as I
fear it would undermine the singular nature of the moment. Even
writing cannot take you or I or anyone to this place. Not a word,
not a smell, not ink on a page can best the wonder of the world. I
write when I cannot draw and only draw when I cannot bare to
think.”
[Extract from sketchbook writings, Isle of Mull]

Image of Staffa, 2019.

A child lies down on the rocks, fascinated by the colours and
patterns that cling to its rough surface. They imagine each
splodge expanding over hundreds of years and how the wider
landscape might have changed in that time. In their eyes old
means wise or at least knowledgeable, so are these symbiotic
plant/creatures to be learned from?

Images of Rhythmic Wanderings, 2019, tracing paper roll, projection, approx. 90cm wide.

March, 2020
“The damp solid ground with all
potentials drowned, still holds old
seeds and still dares to dream.”
[Extract from sketchbook writings]
Images of Waste Growth, plastic bag, soil provided by the SRUC, gravel,
activated charcoal and water, 2020.

